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a b s t r a c t

The mean rise velocity of bubble swarms ascending in shear-thinning fluids was experimentally measured
in a rectangular bubble column. Great care was taken to produce nearly mono-dispersed bubble swarms
and to use shear-thinning fluids with negligible elastic effects. In this manner, it was possible to isolate the
effect of the hydrodynamic interaction between bubbles in the column caused by the thinning behavior
eywords:
ubbly flows
on-Newtonian
hear-thinning

of the liquid. It was found that the mean rise velocity of the bubbles was larger than that of an individual
bubble, in accordance with previous studies. The magnitude of the swarm velocity was found to be greatly
influenced by the appearance of bubble clusters. The bubble clusters, which appeared for certain values of
the flow index and bubble diameter, were found to have a very different structure from those observed
in Newtonian liquids. Furthermore, it was found that the appearance of clusters produced a dramatic
increase of the agitation within the column. A set of conditions was identified for the appearance of

hinn
lusters bubble clusters in shear-t

. Introduction

One of the greatest challenges in fluid dynamics is to under-
tand and predict the behavior of multiphase flow systems.
his is a task that is widely justified due to the occurrence of
as–liquid/gas–liquid–solid contactors in almost every branch of
he chemical and metallurgical industries. In particular, bubble
olumns are used in many chemical processes which involve oxi-
ation, chlorination, polymerization and hydrogenation [1–3], to
ame a few. Bubble columns are also used as a central unit oper-
tion for primary and secondary metabolites production and for
everal downstream processes for product recovery such as the
eparation by adsorption in bubble flows [1,4,5]. In spite of the
echanical simplicity that characterizes bubble columns, which

rant them with operative and cost benefits [6], their basic engi-
eering design is not a simple task. Given a certain chemical process
nd liquid phase properties, an engineer has to implement the opti-
um column geometry, sparger configuration and power input

superficial gas velocity Ug) to satisfy the uptake rate of the ongoing
hemical reaction, in addition to achieving the optimum mixing and
eat transfer properties between phases. Such estimations require
he knowledge of functional relations among the central opera-

ional variables such as the mean bubble diameter d̄b, mean bubble
elocity ŪSW and gas fraction ˚g. Some authors have also studied
he development of the liquid velocity and its variance as a mea-
ure of the amount of agitation or pseudo-turbulence conferred by

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +52 55 5622 4593; fax: +52 55 5622 4602.
E-mail address: zenit@servidor.unam.mx (R. Zenit).

377-0257/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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ing inelastic bubbly columns.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

the dispersed phase [7,8]. Deeper understanding of bubble–bubble
and bubble–liquid interactions require the use of computational
fluid dynamics in which one can easily choose and manipulate the
field variables [9–11].

Although many industrial liquids which comprise solutions of
low molecular weight can be considered Newtonian-like fluids, an
increasing number of solutions with high molecular weights and
internal structure are being used that have non-Newtonian behav-
ior such as variable viscosity and memory effects. Polymer solutions
and melts, liquid crystals, gels, suspensions, emulsions, micellar
solutions, slurries and foams enter into this non-Newtonian cate-
gory [10,12]. The study of non-Newtonian effects in the behavior
of bubble flows is, therefore, of fundamental importance.

Experimental and numerical studies in two phase flows (includ-
ing sedimentation and bubble flows) have shown that a group of
bodies moving through a non-Newtonian fluid tend to form aggre-
gates or clusters [11,13–15]. Such aggregates are more dense in
terms of the number of bubbles embedded in the bubble cloud
than the clusters that have been described in Newtonian flows at
high Reynolds numbers [16,17]; actually, we will show in this study
that bubbles rising in shear-thinning fluids group with each other
forming aggregates of a certain size. Bubble clustering cause bub-
ble coalescence and a premature transition to the heterogeneous
or churn-turbulent flow in non-Newtonian fluids [18,19]. Although
there has been a number of studies of particle clustering and orien-

tation of lengthened bodies in sedimentation [15,14,22], little has
been reported for the case of bubbly flows. The aim of the present
work is to study the formation of clusters of mono-disperse bub-
bles in power-law shear-thinning fluids, leaving aside, as much
as possible, the elastic effects. We support the discussion of our

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnnfm.2010.10.003
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03770257
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jnnfm
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xperimental observations with the results of a companion paper
23] which analyzes the hydrodynamic interaction between bubble
airs ascending in shear-thinning fluids, both experimentally and
umerically.

. Background

Most of the published papers on non-Newtonian bubble
olumns have focused their attention on the development of
he gas fraction, ˚g, in terms of the superficial gas velocity, Ug.

any authors have used CMC (carboxymethylcellulose) solutions
flow index n > 0.5) [18,19,24–27] in coalescence conditions and
orked with relatively large values of the superficial gas veloc-

ty (Ug > 2 cm/s) [25–27] such that the churn-turbulent flow was
enerally achieved.

Buchholz et al. [18] reported that the mean bubble rise veloc-
ty ŪSW measured in a single stage column was higher than the
ingle bubble velocity USI. Additionally, this difference increased
ith the thinning behavior of the fluid. However, the changes of

he ŪSW/USI ratio with the gas fraction were not reported explicitly.
chumpe and Deckwer [19] found that the homogeneous bubble
egime in CMC solutions could only be achieved having Ug values
elow a critical one (∼0.5 cm/s), this value being a function of the
ffective viscosity. Haque et al. [26,27] reported an estimation of
he mean bubble diameter and velocity of bubble swarms rising in
iscoelastic fluids. One of the key assumptions in this estimation is
hat the mean bubble velocity values are equal to the single bub-
le velocity, which is not always true. As far as we know, there are
o previous studies of mono-dispersed bubble swarms in shear-
hinning fluids at low superficial gas velocities (Ug < 1 cm/s) where
he bubbly flow regime can be observed. Having a monodispersed
ubble distribution allows us to isolate the effects caused solely by
he hydrodynamic interaction among bubbles.

Many relevant contributions to the subject have arisen from
umerical and analytical studies. Several methods such as
ariational principles [28], perturbation methods [29] and approx-
mations to the Newtonian behavior [30] have been used to solve
umerically the rising of a bubble or bubble swarms through
hear-thinning fluids. Bubble interactions were simplified using the
appel cell model [31], hence no direct bubble interactions have
een studied previously. Only Radl et al. [11] have fully resolved
he flow field around a group of bubbles. Bhavaraju et al. [29]
eported that for creeping flow conditions the drag coefficient Cd
ecreased with the increase of the thinning behavior for bubble
warms, which is the opposite of what happens for single bubbles.
scending isolated bubbles have a larger Cd as the thinning con-
ition increases [27,30,32,33]. In more recent studies, which took

nto account the inertial forces in the momentum equation [10,34],
his increase in the drag force for the single bubble cases occurred
nly below a critical Reynolds number (approximately from 3 to
0). Gummalam and Chhabra [28,35] reported that for the creep-

ng and high Re numbers (100 < Re < 300) flows, the ŪSW/USI ratio
ncreases for gas fractions below 0.3 and flow index values below
.5. Above this gas fraction value the velocity ratio decreases. There-
ore, a maximum in the velocity ratio was observed for ˚g ≈ 0.3.
hese authors explained that such behavior is due to the con-
train of the flow lines (as the effective volume for each bubble
s decreased as the gas fraction increases) resulting in an increase
f the shear rate which in turn results in lower apparent viscosities.
positive slope of the velocities ratio curve means that the viscos-
ty gradients effects surpass the hydrodynamic hindrance effects.
he slope of the ŪSW/USI curve is commonly negative in Newto-
ian bubbly liquids with large Reynolds and small Weber numbers
17,36]. It is important to point out that the theoretical results of
efs. [28,29,35] have not been compared with experiments yet.
(gas chamber side)

Fig. 1. Scheme of a capillary bank.

Radl et al. [11] directly simulated the interactions of bubbles (up to
9) rising in shear-thinning conditions. They showed that the bubble
interactions are significantly enhanced when viscosity gradients
are present. They also identified “mini-bubble” clusters that travel
faster than the single bubble cases. This feature will be discussed
in depth in the present investigation.

In this work, we compared the ŪSW/USI values obtained in the
bubble column at different gas fractions and thinning conditions
with the theoretical ones [28,35]. We also conducted an analysis
of the size of bubble clusters and of the bubble velocity variance.
Finally, we identified the hydrodynamic conditions for which bub-
ble clusters are formed.

3. Experimental setup

3.1. Bubble column and capillary banks

A rectangular channel with 5 × 10 × 160 cm3 equipped with a
gas chamber (7.5% of the channel height) was used, similar to
that used by Martínez-Mercado et al. [8]. Pure nitrogen was intro-
duced to the bubble column using a needle valve (Cole-Palmer
1682 ml/min MAX, stainless steel ball). The superficial gas velocity Ug

range was between 0.09 and 0.6 cm/s. The gas volume fraction, ˚g,
was obtained using the relation ˚g = �H/H, where H is the liquid
height without gas (140 cm) and �H the height difference produced
by the introduction of the gas in the column.

Three capillary banks were constructed in order to produce dif-
ferent bubble sizes (db). The internal diameter of the capillaries
(Dcap) was selected considering the equilibrium condition between
buoyancy and surface tension forces:

Dcap = db
3�g

6�
(1)

where � is the liquid density, g the gravity and � the surface tension.
In order to avoid the generation of gas jets with variable volume,

the hydraulic resistance through the capillaries should be large
such that the bubble volume depends mainly on the buoyancy and
surface forces and lesser in the gas flow rate [37]. The equivalent
capillary lengths necessary to achieve such hydraulic resistance are
sometimes of the order of meters; instead of installing long capil-
laries, a second capillary with a smaller inner diameter was inserted
to the main capillary but the bubble formed on the larger diameter
end. This arrangement provides the sufficient pressure drop to pro-
duce individual bubbles. As we can see in Fig. 1, identical capillaries
were placed in an acrylic perforated plate ordered in an hexago-
nal arrange. The design parameters of the three capillary banks are
summarized in Table 1.
3.2. Fluids

The fluids used in this study fulfilled two conditions: (1) show a
shear-thinning power-law behavior with negligible elastic proper-
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Table 1
Design parameters of the capillary banks. Dcap, internal diameter of the capillaries; N, number of capillaries; d̄b , experimental mean bubble diameter; �, spacing between
capillaries; �wall, spacing between capillaries and the wall; L, capillary length.

Dcap (mm) N d̄b (mm) �/d̄b �wall/d̄b L (cm)
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where d̄MAX is the larger bubble diameter and d̄MIN the shorter
1 0.2 63 2.15
2 0.6 27 3.15
3 1.6 16 4.20

ies and (2) allow the formation of mono-dispersed bubbly flows,
hat is, with a narrow dispersion of d̄b.

It was found that xanthan gum solutions in a water/glycerin
ixture fulfilled the above conditions. These solutions are more

table in the presence of MgSO4 (which was added to delay coa-
escence [38]) than carbopol, CMC or guar gum solutions. The
reparation of the solutions was as follows: first the xanthan gum
Keltrol E 415, KELCO, USA) was dissolved in water (at 55 ◦C), then
he salt (0.04 M of MgSO4, 2500-01 J.T. Baker) was added and finally
he glycerin. The solutions were left in repose for 24 h before exper-
ments. The rheological measurements were done in a rheometer
TA Instruments AR1000N) with a cone-plate geometry (60 mm, 2 ◦, a
ap of 65 �m). The surface tension measurements were performed
ith a DuNouy ring (diameter of 19.4 mm, KSV Sigma 70). All the

olutions were stirred before the surface tension measurement. The
emperature of the room was 23 ◦C. The physical properties of the
olutions are summarized in Table 2; the flow curves are shown
n Fig. 2. The data contained in this figure includes measurements
erformed one and two weeks after the preparation of the fluids.

At a shear rate of 10 s−1 all the fluids have a viscosity of around
ne hundred times that of water. The shear-thinning fluids have
power-law behavior in almost all the shear rate interval; a mild
lateau can be observed for shear rates below 0.1 s−1. This indicates
hat the polymer chains are gently stretched by a flow field, hav-
ng a short range of linear viscoelasticity. Within this short linear
ange, the elastic modulus G′ becomes bigger than the loss modulus
′′ only at high frequencies (>100 s−1) as can be seen in Fig. 3. Both
′ and G′′ were obtained by a Fourier Transform (FT) of the stress
elaxation curves measured with an ARG2 rheometer of controlled
tress [39]. The normal forces (first normal stress difference) of

he thinning fluids, measured with the cone-plate geometry, reach

maximum value of 7 Pa at 100 s−1 but decreased as the shear
ate increased (data not shown). This behavior contrasts with the
ne shown by a viscoelastic fluid (a 0.2% polyacrylamide solution
an reach a normal stress value of 100 Pa for the same range of
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ig. 2. Flow curves of the test fluids. �: apparent viscosity, (– –) Newtonian fluid,
◦) n = 0.85, (�) n = 0.76, (♦) n = 0.55, (�) n = 0.32.
2.8 6.7 4.3
2.7 4.9 8.0
2.7 3.7 8.0

shear rates) or an upper-convected Maxwell fluid where the nor-
mal stress grows as a function of �̇2; clearly the behavior of our
fluids is very different. With these fluids (and with their rheologi-
cal characterization) we were able to isolate, as much as possible,
the thinning effects from the elastic ones over a wide range of char-
acteristic flow times. We can expect then that the hydrodynamic
behavior of bubble–bubble interactions is mainly attributed to the
shear-thinning behavior.

3.3. Bubble diameters and velocities measurements

For the measurements of the mean bubble diameters, d̄b, and
the mean bubble velocities, ŪSW, a high speed camera (MotionScope
PCI 8000s) was used. A recording rate of 500 frames/s and a shutter
speed of 1/1000 was used. The camera was positioned 20 cm below
the liquid surface facing the larger side of the bubble column. Two
different videos were obtained per experiment: one for the d̄b mea-
surements, where the camera was placed 120 cm from the bubble
column (using a 105 mm objective lens) and another for the bub-
ble velocity measurements, where the camera was placed a little
bit farther, 180 cm from the bubble column (using a 60 mm objec-
tive lens). Diffuse back light was used, with a light source placed
at 90 ◦ from the camera direction and reflected by a panel. The
video frames were converted to binary format and analyzed using a
conventional image processor software (Matlab©). The equivalent
mean bubble diameter d̄b was calculated using the measurement
of the short and long diameters of the elliptic bubble projections:

d̄b = (d̄2
MAXd̄MIN)

1/3
(2)
bubble diameter. In some bubbly flows an equivalent mean cluster
diameter was also measured. Although clusters shapes are highly
irregular, an estimation of its size was made using Eq. (2), now tak-
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Fig. 3. Dynamic moduli of three shear thinning solutions. Filled symbols: elastic
modulus G′; empty symbols: loss modulus G′′; (◦) n = 0.85, (♦) n = 0.55, (�) n = 0.32,
(�) a polyacrylamide reference solution (0.04% in 80% glycerin/water with 0.04 M
MgSO4). For the estimation of G′ and G′′ the procedure followed by Calderas et al.
[39] was used.
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Table 2
Physical properties of the fluids: �, density; �, surface tension; �, viscosity; k, consistency index; n, flow index. The percentages of liquid mixtures are given in volume terms,
the percentages of the xanthan gum solutions in weight terms. In all the fluids 0.04 M of MgSO4 was added to delay bubble coalescence.

Fluids � (kg/m3) � (mN/m) � or k (mPa sn) n

Newtonian: 83% glycerin/water 1214.6 61.9 104.2 1.0
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0.02% Xanthan gum in 75% glycerin/water 1193.1
0.035% Xanthan gum in 70% glycerin/water 1179.5
0.1% Xanthan gum in 60% glycerin/water 1152.1
0.23% Xanthan gum in water 997.5

ng the longer and shorter diameters of the cluster. The reported
¯ SW values were the average of the vertical component of the
elocity vector. At least 100 measurements were done for each
xperimental condition. When bubble aggregates appeared, we
easured the velocity of individual bubbles located at the periph-

ry of the clusters; these were more easy to recognize than the
ubbles located in the interior of the cluster. The fluids were dis-
arded after one week of experimental work. The whole column
as disassembled and cleaned at the end of the day.

The velocity and size of isolated bubbles were also measured
overing a bubble volume range from 0.1 to 100 mm3. Such
easurements were done in a cylindrical column with an inner

iameter of 9 cm equipped with a bubble dispenser similar to the
ne used by Soto et al. [40].

. Experimental results

.1. Single bubbles

The values of the drag coefficient, Cd, of the individual bubbles
s a function of the Reynolds number, Re, are shown in Fig. 4. The
eynolds number and drag coefficient were defined as:

e = �USIdb

�
(3)
here

= k
(

2USI

db

)n−1
(4)
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ig. 4. Drag coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number for the single bubbles.
+) Newtonian fluid, (◦) n = 0.85, (�) n = 0.76, (♦) n = 0.55, (�) n = 0.32, (−) Stokes
rediction, (– –) Hadamard prediction, (. . .) Oseen correction for a fluid sphere
d = 16/Re + 2.
63.0 118.7 0.85
62.0 143.4 0.76
65.0 360.0 0.55
66.5 574.9 0.32

and

Cd = 4
3

dbg

U2
SI

(5)

In addition to the common functional dependence of the drag coef-
ficient on the Reynolds number in the laminar flow regime, we can
also observe that the Cd values found for the thinning fluids are
higher than those found for the Newtonian fluid. This increase of
the drag coefficient with the thinning behavior has been already
reported by theoretical [30,29], experimental [29,27] and numer-
ical [23] studies for the creeping and small but finite Reynolds
regimes. Note that for the Newtonian fluid the Oseen wake is
already seen at Re ∼ 7. With these measurements, the accuracy of
our experimental results was verified. Although we cannot state
that our fluids are totally free from elastic effects, i.e. the flow
around a bubble is complex so memory effects can rise from exten-
sional flow; the fact that we did not observe any signal of a velocity
jump discontinuity supports the statement that the elastic effects
were very small indeed.

4.2. Bubbly flow regime and cluster formation

As pointed out by other authors [18,19] the transition from bub-
bly to the heterogeneous regime, which is characterized by the
presence of multi-dispersed bubble swarms, can be identified by
a change in the slope of the gas volume fraction as a function of the
superficial gas velocity. The slope of the curve changes (decreases)

as a consequence of the change of the bubble volume. In Fig. 5
the gas fraction value is shown as a function of the superficial gas
velocity for the Newtonian and a thinning fluid (n = 0.85) for several
bubble diameters. For both cases the mean bubble size produced
by each capillary bank was practically the same.
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Fig. 5. Gas fraction values as a function of the superficial gas velocity. Filled symbols:
Newtonian fluid, empty symbols: n = 0.85 fluid, (◦) d̄b = 2.1 mm, (♦) d̄b = 3.1 mm, (�)
d̄b = 4.2 mm.
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4.3. Bubble size distribution

Fig. 7 shows the histogram of the bubble diameter for the New-
tonian fluid and the n = 0.76 fluid; the plot shows data taken for each
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ig. 6. Bubbly flow pictures taken at different gas fraction values for the Newtonian
ame. The image size is about 5 × 3 cm2. The bubble size (2.1 mm) correspond to th
sing the mean bubble diameter and velocity of the bubbly flow. The Eötvös (Eo) nu

For the Newtonian case (filled symbols) the bubbles with the
maller d̄b produce higher gas fraction values, as expected. The
ransition to the heterogeneous flow can be seen by the change of
he linear slope of the curves for the three different bubble diam-
ters. The ˚g values obtained for the thinning fluid are similar to
he Newtonian case for 3.1 and 4.2 mm bubble diameters; for the
maller bubbles (2.1 mm) the gas fraction values are clearly below
he Newtonian ones; this is due to the presence of bubble clusters,
s we will show below. Note that with the other bubble diameters,
here no bubble cluster were found, the transition to the hetero-

eneous regime was observed at higher values of Ug with respect
o the Newtonian fluid. All the measurements reported hereafter in
his paper were taken before the transition to the heterogeneous
egime.

Fig. 6 shows images of the bubbly flows produced with the
resent setup. The images correspond to the Newtonian fluid and to
he shear-thinning fluid with n = 0.55 for the smallest bubble size.
he formation of large bubble aggregates in the thinning fluid is
argely evident (Fig. 6c and d). The difference with the Newtonian
ase (Fig. 6a and b) is striking.

While the orientation of such clusters is mainly horizontal,
pheroidal clusters and small bubble chaining can also be seen. It is
orthwhile to mention that the clusters are not static while rising

hrough the fluid; on the contrary, they have a dynamic structure. A
areful observation reveals that the bubbles move in toroidal trajec-
ories, rising in the center and descending on the exterior part of the
luster. As the gas fraction increases, just before the regime tran-

ition, the bubbles embedded in such clusters inevitably coalesce
nd form large cap bubbles.

A similar toroidal or periodic movement has also been observed
n the case of settling particles forming clusters at low Re
20,21]. Nevertheless, besides the difference between the degree
nd the n = 0.55 thinning fluid. The magnification of the images is approximately the
produced by the smallest capillary diameter. The Reynolds number was computed
is defined below.

of deformation, such periodic movement seen in Newtonian fluids
disappear as soon as inertia (Re > 0.2) or the number of particles
(around 7) are increased. Fig. 6 clearly shows that clustering in
thinning fluids appears above these limiting factors.
bubble diameter (mm)

Fig. 7. Histograms of the equivalent mean bubble diameters d̄b for the Newtonian
(−) and n = 0.76 (– –) fluids produced by the three capillary banks; 15 classes were
used to sort the bubble diameters. The frequency refers to the number of values
found in each class.
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apillary bank. In both cases the curves show a narrow distribution
f the bubbles diameters produced by the capillary banks indicat-
ng that the formation of nearly mono-dispersed bubbly flows was
ccomplished. In addition, it can be seen that the bubble diameter
istributions are similar for both cases, indicating that the differ-
nt fluids used in this work allowed the formation of bubbles with
imilar mean bubble diameters. The same behavior was observed in
he other thinning fluids; the only exception was the n = 0.32 fluid
ith the smallest capillary diameter for which the mean bubble
iameter was 36% higher than all the other cases.

.4. Mean bubble velocity and drag coefficient

Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the mean bubble velocity with the single
ubble velocity as a function of the gas fraction; the three bubble
izes produced in the bubble column are included. The theoretical
alues reported by Gummalam and Chhabra [28,35] for creeping
nd high Re flows (100 < Re < 300) are also shown for their lowest
ow index values and for their Newtonian results.

The experimental and theoretical results agree in that the
¯ SW/USI curve has a positive slope for small gas fraction, in contrast
o the result in Newtonian fluids. This means that, unlike the New-
onian flows, the hydrodynamic hindrance produced by bubbles
nteractions does not produce a reduction of the bubble velocity

ith ˚g; in the shear-thinning cases this effect is compensated by
he reduction of the apparent viscosity produced by the local shear
ate values. Hence, the Happel cell model used by Gummalam and
hhabra [28,35] captures the basic nature of these flow types. This

act also agrees with the early results of Buchholz et al. [18].
The values of the gas volume fraction for which the maximum

f the ŪSW/USI value was observed in the experiments were, never-
heless, much smaller than the theoretical ones. In fact for ˚g > 1%
he heterogeneous regime is observed, that is why measurements
t higher volumetric flow rates or gas fractions (where the maxi-
um theoretical values were found) are practically impossible to

ttain in a bubbly flow regime.
Additionally, the experimental values of the velocities ratios

ere found to be much larger than the theoretical ones. As the
ubble size decreases, the difference between the theoretical and
xperimental values increases (up to nine times for the case of the
= 0.57 fluid, see Fig. 8c). Hence, the Happel cell model is not suf-
cient to explain the whole phenomenon. The effect which is not
ccounted for in this model is the appearance of bubble clusters
like those shown in Fig. 6c and d). These clusters are responsible
or the high ŪSW/USI values found in the experiments. The shape of
he curves in Fig. 8 indicates that the clusters grow up to a certain
ize just before the transition to the heterogeneous regime.

The last important difference is that while in the theoretical
esults the velocity ratio increases monotonically with the thin-
ing behavior (decreasing the flow index value), the experimental
esults do not necessarily follow this trend. For instance, in Fig. 8a
nd b the curves of the fluids with n = 0.85 and 0.32 are closed to
he theoretical ones while the fluids with n = 0.55 and 0.76 are far
rom them due to the formation of clusters.

The values of the drag coefficient (in terms of a drag correc-
ion factor X = CdRe/24) were also reported in the theoretical work
f Gummalam and Chhabra [28]. Their results showed that the Cd
ncreases with the gas volume fraction for n > 0.4, as is commonly
bserved, but decrease for index flow values below 0.4. In [35] the
d values for Re = 50 were also reported. These authors mentioned
hat the Cd increases with the gas volume fraction, obtaining again

he common trend found in [28]. In a recent numerical work of
he same group [10], where the Happel cell model was also used,
he Cd values were found to increase with the gas fraction at the
ame n value although such increase was found to be negligible for

g < 0.001. In the present work an estimation of the Cd values of the
[28,35]: (−) creeping flow n = 1.0, (· · ·) creeping flow n = 0.3, (-·-) 100 < Re < 300
n = 1.0, (– –) 100 < Re < 300 n = 0.2. The dotted horizontal line at 1.5 divides the free
bubble and cluster formation regimes.

bubbly flows were also obtained for low gas volume fractions. We

computed the Cd values using Eq. (5) with the values of the mean
bubble diameter and velocity of the flow. For comparison, we also
calculated the Cd using the constitutive equation proposed by Ishii
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Table 3
Drag coefficient values for different thinning fluids and gas volume fractions. In
order to calculate Cd(ReSI) of Eq. (6) the respective bubble diameter obtained in the
bubble column was used. The data of Kishore et al. [10] corresponds to the Cd values
found for n = 0.6 and 0.8 and a gas fraction of 0.001.

n ˚g Re Cd Cd Eq. (6) Cd Ref. [10]

0.32 0.001 10.3 3.9 4.2
0.002 10.9 3.6 3.9
0.003 10.9 2.8 3.6

0.55 0.001 5.2 2.6 6.0 4.0
0.003 5.8 2.3 5.3
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0.76 0.001 3.6 4.2 8.0 5.5
0.002 4.2 3.3 6.5
0.007 4.3 2.8 6.0

nd Zuber [41]:

d = Cd(ReSI)
(

USI

USW

)2 (
1 − ˚g

)
(6)

here the functional dependance of Cd(ReSI) was obtained using the
ingle bubble data for each fluid (Fig. 4). This equation was proposed
onsidering a multiparticle system moving in one dimension in an
nfinite medium (absence of walls). The results are shown in Table 3.

It can be observed that the drag coefficient actually decreases as
he gas volume fraction increases for the same fluid and Re number,
nlike the general trend found by Kishore et al. [10]. Such decrease
f the Cd is directly related to cluster formation and growth. Unlike
he Newtonian fluids, where the Cd increases with the gas fraction,
n bubbly shear-thinning fluids it decreases. It can be seen that Eq.
6) and the numerical results of Kishore et al. [10] both overesti-

ate the values of Cd because they do not consider interactions or
ssociations between bubbles.

.5. Cluster size

The equivalent cluster diameter d̄c for one of the thinning flu-
ds (n = 0.76) is presented in Fig. 9 as a function of the gas volume
raction. In this plot the d̄c values produced by the smallest and
argest capillaries are shown both in dimensional and dimension-

ess form (scaled by the bubble diameter d̄b). The ratio (d̄c/d̄b)
3

was
sed because it is directly proportional to the number of bubbles

n a cluster. In this particular fluid clusters were observed for the
hree bubble sizes tested, that is, bubble clusters are formed no

atter what the value of the d̄b is. Also in this fluid we had the
pportunity to take more data of the cluster diameters before the
eterogeneous regime occurred. For the n = 0.55 fluid the transi-
ion to this regime occurs at lower gas volume fractions. On the
ne hand we can observe in Fig. 9a that the cluster size and growth
ate is the same for the two bubble diameters, suggesting that the
ize of the clusters is mainly determined by the fluid properties,
hannel width and the amount of available gas. On the other hand,
e verified (Fig. 9b) that the number of bubbles embedded in the

luster is larger for the case of the small bubbles than the larger
nes. Additionally, we found that the normalized standard devia-
ion of the cluster size (�/d̄b) is larger for the small bubble (up to
123) in comparison to the large bubble case (up to ±5), indicating

hat the clusters made with the small bubbles interchange bubbles
ore often with their surroundings.

.6. Bubble velocity variance
We can expect that bubble cluster formation will affect the agi-
ation levels in the liquid; hence, a larger bubble velocity variance
ill be present in comparison with flows where no clusters are

ound. To verify this argument the bubble velocity variance was
easured. The normalized values of the variance (Tb/Ū2

SW ) for the
Fig. 9. Mean equivalent cluster diameter d̄c as a function of ˚g for the n = 0.76 fluid.
In (b) the values are divided by the mean equivalent bubble diameter d̄b and elevated
to the third power. (•) d̄b = 2.1 mm, (�) d̄b = 4.2 mm. The lines are only visual aids.

thinning fluid with n = 0.85 were determined for the three bubble
diameters; these results are shown in Fig. 10. For this fluid no cluster
formation was observed for the medium and large bubbles; clus-
ters appeared only with the smaller bubble size (see Fig. 8). As can
be observed in Fig. 10, the normalized bubble velocity variances for
the medium and large bubbles (4 < Re < 14) are in agreement with
the values obtained by Martínez-Mercado et al. [8] for a Newtonian
fluid with similar Re values (10 < Re < 30). In the case of the smaller
bubbles (2.1 mm, with 1.7 < Re < 3.4), where clusters are formed,
the Tb/Ū2

SW values surpass by nearly one order of magnitude the
values achieved by the unclustered cases. This cluster-fluctuation
relation seen at low Re numbers is very different from that expected
in potential flows [36]. A common feature in high Re flows is that
clustering is suppressed by bubble velocity fluctuations [16]. In
the present study, fluctuations are enhanced by the clusters. Such
difference adds to the already large list of the contrasting behav-
ior between inertial and viscous dominated flows. Similar Tb/Ū2

SW
values and behavior were obtained for the other thinning fluids.

It is interesting to note that the values of the bubble velocity vari-

ance found here for a range of 1.7 < Re < 3.4 and thinning conditions
are of the same magnitude as the liquid velocity variance found by
Cartellier and Rivière [42] for similar Re values (0.66 < Re < 1.48) and
gas fractions in Newtonian fluids, although in their experiments the
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ig. 10. Bubble velocity variance Tb divided by Ū2
SW

as a function of ˚g . Experimental

alues of this work: (•) d̄b = 2.1 mm, n = 0.85; (�) d̄b = 3.1 mm, n = 0.85; (�) d̄b =
.2 mm, n = 0.85; (�) d̄b = 2.1 mm, Newtonian fluid. Other experimental values: (×)
ata taken from [8] with Newtonian fluids, (– –) data taken from [17].

iquid phase was forced to flow in a co-current manner with the
as phase. Cartellier et al. [43] observed that the dispersion was
omposed by free bubbles, bubble pairs, some triplets and clus-
ers composed by more than five bubbles, and also reported a gas
oncentration increase at the center of the column. As the volu-
etric gas flow rate was further increased, the gas fraction profile

ained the classical saddle shape, that is, with wall peaked distri-
utions, and bubble aggregates were dissociated. Although in the
resent work the types of bubble associations mentioned by Cartel-

ier et al. [43] in a Newtonian fluid was not observed, the ŪSW/USI
atios obtained with this fluid with the smallest and medium bub-
le diameters were higher than one (up to 1.3) in the limit of zero
as fraction, contrary to that observed by Zenit et al.[17], reveling
kind of long distance interaction between bubbles. In addition

o this, the bubble velocity variance measured for the Newtonian
uid at low Re numbers (0.6 < Re < 1.1) also surpassed by nearly one
rder of magnitude the values of more inertia dominated flows [8]
see Fig. 10).

From all this evidence we can argue that in viscous dominated
ubbly flows (in both Newtonian and thinning fluids) the long range

nteractions promote the increase of the rise velocity of the bub-
les comparing with the single bubble value. This kind of behavior is
imilar to the one seen with settling particles [20,21]. Other effects
f these viscous flows could be the increase of bubble fluctuations,
recisely due to the long range bubble interactions, and a net repul-
ion force between the bubbles and the column walls [44], which
ould explain the abnormal gas fraction profiles obtained by Cartel-
ier et al. [43]. Clustering in thinning fluids has, however, important
ifferences with the one observed in Newtonian fluids: the number
f bubbles embedded in the cluster is higher in comparison with
he number of bubbles found in the Newtonian case; the compact-
ess of the clusters is also higher in the case of the thinning fluids.
e think that cluster growth in thinning fluids is a mechanism

hat reduces the spatial viscosity differences in the flow leading to
‘Newtonian-like’ state as the gas fraction is increased. This idea is
xplained in the companion paper [23].
. Conditions for cluster formation

As we saw in Section 4.4, the increase of the velocity ratio
¯ SW/USI, due to bubble clustering, does not depend directly on the
alue of the flow index n. This means that a more thinning fluid does
tonian Fluid Mech. 166 (2011) 32–41 39

not necessarily induces bubble clustering. We found that a combi-
nation of the values of the Reynolds and Eötvös numbers give the
conditions for cluster formation. The value of the flow index is taken
into account in the apparent viscosity included in the Re number.
This kind of dependence of the forces acting on the bubbles with
the flow index is in agreement with the results of Zhu et al. [34],
who work with thinning fluids that were forced to pass through a
fixed arrangement of rigid spheres. They found that the drag force
experimented on a test particle does not depend on the values of
the flow index but in the Reynolds number and the spacing between
particles.

To identify the hydrodynamic conditions for which bubble clus-
ters are formed we show our results in terms of the Reynolds and
Eötvös numbers for the single bubble cases (using Fig. 4), the Eo
(also known as Bond) number being defined as:

Eo = �gd2
b

�
(7)

For the case of isolated bubbles the Eo–Re plot is often used to
identify the shapes of the bubbles [45]. Cluster formation can be
identified by direct observation of the bubbly flow and also by eval-
uating the change of ŪSW/USI with the gas volume fraction. When
the velocity ratio is larger than 1.5, cluster formation was observed.
In Fig. 8a, for example, bubble clusters are formed in the n = 0.5 and
0.7 fluids; in Fig. 8c all the thinning fluids formed bubble clusters
since d̄b was small. The relation ŪSW/USI = 1.5 only serves as a dis-
tinction between the condition where the velocity of the bubble
swarms was higher than the single velocity but without the for-
mation of clusters, as in the Newtonian fluid. We identified cluster
formation mainly by simple observation. In the case of the n = 0.32
fluid with the smaller bubbles (2.9 mm), cluster identification was
not easy at gas fractions around 0.4%. At this value clusters become
progressively diluted by the whole flow. Nevertheless, we recog-
nized these flows as part of the clustering condition since the values
of ŪSW/USI were above 1.5.

Another parameter that can be used to recognize bubble cluster-
ing is the bubble velocity variance. As shown in Section 4.6, bubble
clustering increases considerably the velocity variance of the liquid
and bubbles. In our bubbly flows the normalized standard deviation√

Tb/Ū2
SW was about ±0.4 in unclustered flows while it reached up

to ±5.0 when clusters were formed.
The result of this mapping is shown in Fig. 11; it includes the

five fluids used in this work. We can describe this plot as follows:
the data is separated according to the clustering behavior, filled
and empty symbols show flow conditions where clustering was or
was not detected, respectively. For instance, a filled symbol was
assigned to a Eo–Re point if for the same bubble diameter and liq-
uid properties the bubbles clustered for a particular gas volume
fraction. This mapping is easy to do because the gradual increase of
the gas fraction produce only a slight increase of d̄b. A separation of
the two regimes can be observed. Clearly, the clustering is observed
when the viscous effects are more important than the inertial ones
(small Re). Hence, as inertia increases it is possible to break the clus-
tering behavior. Additionally, the deformability of the bubbles is
also important. For a given value of Re, a flow with more deformable
bubbles will tend to cluster more easily (as the Eo increases). The
separation between the two regimes is given approximately by the
iso-Morton line of 1 × 10−3, the Morton number being defined as:

Mo = g�4

��3
(8)
Previously, a Morton value of 4 × 10−4 was proposed [9,46] as
a transition indicator from non-coalescing flows to coalescing
flows in Newtonian fluids. This suggest that the transition of non-
interacting to interacting bubbles is a general condition for inelastic
fluids, including the Newtonian and shear-thinning fluids. In this
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•) hydrodynamic conditions for bubble clustering, (◦) hydrodynamic conditions for
ree bubbles, (– –) Mo = 10−3, (. . .) Mo = 10−4, (×) Newtonian values. The iso-Morton
ines were taken from [45].

ork no clustering was seen at first glance in the Newtonian fluid.
evertheless, a pair of bubbles rising in a viscous Newtonian fluid
an form a stable doublet (see the companion paper [23]). This
ndicates that the gas fraction has an important role in cluster
esegregation in Newtonian fluids, as seen by Cartellier et al. [43].

The Mo number increases from top to bottom in a Eo–Re plot.
he tendency to form bubble clusters increases with the Morton
umber. That is why the n = 0.55 fluid, with the highest Mo number,
as the biggest ŪSW/USI values (see Fig. 8) followed by the n = 0.76
uid and finally by the n = 0.85 and 0.32 fluids.

We could infer from Fig. 11 that at very low Re numbers, in
he creeping flow regime, the curves displayed in Fig. 8 will have
he same trend as the theoretical ones, that is to say, the n = 0.32
uid will have the highest ŪSW/USI values, as it will have the highest
orton number, followed by the n = 0.55 and so on. As discussed by

ther authors [47,46], bubble interaction strongly depends on the
ubbles wake and vortices structure, which in turn evolve as the Re
umber is increased or the bubble shape is changed. Additionally,
he degree of deformation of a bubble, measured with the Eötvös
or Bond) number is another important factor that enhance bub-
le alignment and coalescence, as explained by Manga and Stone
48,49]. In this work a maximum Eo number of 10 was reached.
t would be interesting to investigate if bubbles with Eo > 40 and

o > 1 × 10−3, in which according to [45] the skirted and dimpled
llipsoidal-cap bubbles are observed, also form clusters in thinning
uids.

In the companion paper of this investigation [23] we present a
etailed study of the interaction of two bubbles rising in the same
hear-thinning fluids employed in this work. The results, which
ointed out the importance of the shear-thinning wake formed by a

eading bubble, complement and explain the appearance of bubble
lusters in thinning fluids whose structure differs significantly from
he ones observed in Newtonian bubbly flows.

. Conclusions
In this work experiments were conducted to study cluster for-
ation in bubbly flows with shear-thinning fluids. Special care
as taken to produce nearly mono-dispersed bubbly flows and to

mploy thinning fluids with negligible elasticity. The visual obser-
ation of the flow revealed the formation of dense bubble clusters
tonian Fluid Mech. 166 (2011) 32–41

in the thinning fluids which grow with the gas fraction and increase
the mean bubble velocity with respect to the velocity achieved
by single bubbles. Such clusters, which actually lead to contact
between bubbles, have larger dimensions and lifetime than the
ones observed in Newtonian potential flows [16,17]. By measur-
ing the mean rise velocity of the bubble swarms ŪSW at different
gas fractions, and non-dimensionalized them with the single bub-
ble velocities USI, comparison with previous theoretical data could
be conducted. The main conclusions of this investigation are:

1. Qualitative agreement of the velocities ratio ŪSW/USI as a func-
tion of the gas volume fraction was found with the theoretical
studies [28,35]. Therefore, the Happel cell model can predict the
effects of the reduction of the local viscosity together with the
hydrodynamic hindrance provoked by bubble interactions.

2. Quantitative agreement with the velocities ratio was not found
between the experiments of this work and the theoretical pre-
dictions since the maximum of the velocity ratio ŪSW/USI was
found at lower gas fractions than the ones predicted by the the-
ory, which this work revealed that is was incomplete. In fact,
the permissible experimental gas fraction values are much lower
than the theoretical ones for the cases of mono-dispersed bub-
bly flows. The heterogeneous or churn-turbulent regime has
interesting issues by itself but cannot be used to compare exper-
imental results with the available theoretical data.

3. The magnitude of the velocity ratio ŪSW/USI was higher than the
theoretical one even at low values of the gas fraction. The differ-
ence is attributed to the formation of clusters which the Happel
cell model does not account for.

4. The ratio of the mean bubble velocity and the single bubble
velocity did not follow an orderly correspondence with the flow
index values, as seen in the theoretical works. Instead of this,
the ŪSW/USI values could be related to the values of the Reynolds
and Eötvös numbers of the single bubbles. Moreover, the bubble
clustering condition was mapped in a Eo–Re plot. Two regimes
were identified: a free bubble regime and a cluster formation
regime. The limit between one and the other is close to a critical
Morton number (4 × 10−4) which has been identified as a tran-
sition indicator from non-coalescing flows to coalescing flows in
Newtonian fluids.

We should mention that although the Eo–Re plot proved to be
useful in predicting bubble clustering using single bubble data, it
could underestimate the roll that the gas fraction has on cluster
growth. The influence of the gas fraction, which seems to be impor-
tant in Newtonian fluids and lesser in shear-thinning fluids, should
be clarified in the future.

Measurements were also conducted to obtain the equivalent
diameter of the bubble cluster and bubble velocity variance. These
results suggest that the cluster growth is not related to the size
of individual bubbles and that the dimensionless bubble velocity
variance Tb/Ū2

SW increases significantly when bubble clusters are
formed.

It is our hope that this work will contribute to the understanding
of the formation of bubble clusters in shear-thinning fluids, which
is an important issue in multiphase flows as well as a precursor to
bubble coalescence and change of regime in bubble flows.
The authors will like to thank the support of G. Sánchez, F.
Calderas and L. Medina for their help in the rheological measure-
ments. R. Vélez acknowledges CONACyT-México for its financial
support during his doctoral studies.
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